
I am catching a train that two young policemen are already checking the tickets. I then get on the first wagon but realize that I forgot to buy mine. As I wonder if the policemen will come my way the conductor comes out from a door behind me and hands me a ticket he found on the floor.

I am in a modern apartment with my parents and show them that the balcony of our neighbour above us is almost connected to another building. We actually make it there and I show them that there is a small swimming pool on the roof but tell them to walk in to find a much bigger one.

I am walking around a field with my spiritual friend and he tells me that he has been visiting his brother every weekend. The latter actually as an old woman living next to him and my friend has been regularly made love to her. I then realize she is the same woman another friend was dating.

I am waking up in a small apartment and walk to the kitchen where the oldest sister and brother of my biological father are drinking coffee. The latter is going to meet a friend who is a car dealer. I also want to come to see if he has a car for me but he tells me that it is better I stay at home.

I am outside a villa looking at the garden and realize that I could have built my museum there. There are several trees but quite some space between them even though it is going downhill. Also the place where I am building the museum now is downhill but I don't have to ask other owners.

I am at my parents' place and have to get ready to join an Italian director for a conference. I am still wearing dirty working clothes but don't have a phone with me to see what time it is. I then tell my mother to warn me when the director arrives but he is already there and tells me to hurry up.

I am in a big factory mixing cement in a small bucket. A guy tells me to add fibers or some metal mesh to make it stronger but I tell him that it is already strong enough. He is actually mixing his cement in a chart using a shovel and I realize how much more he is able to do compare to me.

I am walking on a path and run into a girl I really don't like. She is in love with me but also her friend and I go home to see if she has called me. There are no messages but as I try to tune a radio I realize that there is a song by her inviting me to take a hot bath and then reach her at her place.

I am in the town where my parents have their summer house and look for my spiritual friend. I find him along the canal where I keep a canoe. He is already inside it and complains how polluted is the water. As I also get in we try to pull the canoe out but my sister comes with another canoe.

I am checking for messages on my phone and see that the owner of the shop who has rented me a gas tank to weld sent me a photo. He is standing with his colleagues in a swimming pool keeping their thumb up. I then realize that he is implying about the fact I did not return the tank on time.

I am looking for the head of an art department and come to the profile page of a professor. He states that he enjoy going with his yacht to a Croatian beach and I try to search for that beach. I actually end up in a camp site and I have to virtually walk through it to reach a small crowded beach.

I am at a Chinese dentist and she finishes with a new cavity. She then shows me that the new tooth I recently got implanted by my Italian dentist is infected. She wants to remove it to see what it is wrong with it but I don't have the money. I first try to leave but then get back to have it removed.

I am seating in front of a window of a small hotel room that is still dark. It is actually on top of a busy station of a big America city and I look at the many trains of different kinds departing. I will have to catch one of them to go to a meeting in town and want to send a photo to my girlfriend.

I am with a guy entering the small restaurant my Polish friend and his Jewish girlfriend just started. As we enter I start telling him how you can even order other costumers' dirty dishes to clean with bread. I mean it as a critic but then see my friends dining inside and turn it into a compliment.

I am checking my phone and find a message from my sister. It is actually a recorded audio and I listen to my stepfather complaining that he has a list of things we should look into together but I am not there. I then think we could do that on the distance but realize it is another man talking.

I am in a poor Brazilian town watching a boy playing the tambourine on one side of the road. People on the opposite side respond with more percussions and they alternate until the boy gets thirsty. They then but some disco music and I also start dancing bending my body down to the ground.

I am at a party seating next to a tall girl with short blond hairs. She actually explains to me that if we want to eat we can either go to a meat place or have to purchase the vegetables that we use from the boxes standing against one wall. I opt for the latter option and we go to do grocery together.

I am with a friend looking in a pile of hand drawn cards. There are many different characters and we should find someone who represents us. She manages but I can only find a Japanese samurai and insist in looking into a character that it is more western looking and can represent me better.

I am in a room with other curators surrounding an art work. We want to interpret it and I try to also figure out what it is. I can only see an old blanket with something resembling a human underneath it. My Danish curator is also there and says we shouldn't focus on what it is below.

I am with my oldest son walking on a coast at night. I then tell him that there is going to be a boring stretch on an asphalted road but then it will get very wild. I think he is going to like it but he starts complaining that it is too dark even though there is half the moon shining above us.

I am in a forest with my girlfriend and get a call from an Italian girl who wants to rent my whole apartment. As she talks to me I get another phone call and manage to finish my first call and answer. It is a Polish girl who wants to rent only a room of my apartment and I tell her that she can.

I am with my daughter in front of a fenced field with two peacocks. She wants to feed them and I try to look for berries on the other side of the road while she gets in. As I find some berries I hear her screaming and I realize that she also found some and one of the peacocks is assaulting her.  

I am biking with a friend on a street in the forest. We are actually higher up on the hills and I know that there is a beautiful road below. As I try to convince him to bike there I see on my left many signs saying to go above. I then look at one and realize that there is an ancient theater there.

I am on a ferry reaching a Canadian city where I used to study. I actually recognize a small church in front of a lake but not the other houses by the coast. As we proceed further there are a lot of working sites and I try to find the tower of a castle where my spiritual friend now lives.

I am walking in a mall and meet a girl with whom I am supposed to go on a business trip. She then tells me to meet at a certain hour in front of a restaurant downtown. I actually think I know what restaurant she is talking about but I am not so sure and ask her to try to meet earlier.

I am on a bus and reach an old Italian city. My parents are actually waiting for me but I really want to spend some time for myself exploring. I then seat on the entrance to an ancient square to film it even though there are a lot of people walking down and their heads appear on the screen.

I am in a ski resort with my son and he decides to go to go on a small ski lift without snow. There are already some people waiting for it to start and I position myself in a free spot. My son goes behind me and I am afraid he could fall and make everyone else trample on him but the lift starts.

I am in a cafe and realize that the bar tender is actually a guy who used to be a famous rapper when I was young. I would like to eat something there but he is playing an awful music and too loud. I then find the courage to tell him to put the music down not thinking it could be his.

I am in a restaurant seating on a table with some couples. I ask the one in front of me where they live. They seem uncomfortable to answer me and I just ask if they are from the countryside. As I understand that they used to live in a city and just move out a woman starts talking to them.

I am checking different small studios to see if my name is listed together with other international artists. I cannot find it and eventually enter a very big studio where my Polish artist friend is experimenting with a new musical instrument. As I feel a pipe he is using I almost burn my hand.

I am with my best friend at a small party. As we seat down to talk one of the girls seating close to him come seating next to me. I then notice that my friend had his hand between her legs and she feels harassed. He can no longer reach her with his hand but can now use his feet.

I am in my oldest son's villa and hear that one of my mountain neighbour is having dinner with my parents. I then ask my mother to give me some money to pay him and she tells me to look in her wallet. I do so but find colorful bills from different African countries and some coupons.

I am following people up a big building that it is being demolished. I actually reach the roof and see that it is flooded but there is a wooden path I can follow. It is quite dangerous but I reach a place from which I can see a young boy venturing underwater with all sort of strange creatures.

I am with my sister on a big road waiting for the bus. There are some American backpackers also with us and I try to look like a gangster. As the bus arrives my sister and I find a seat next to each other and I think that the backpackers want to avoid us but they also come seating nearby.

I am in a small room cleaning a lot of dirt on the ground. I am actually sharing it with a French guy and I see that he is putting a table next to his bed. He also has a smaller table next to it and I suggest him to put it on top of the other. He does that and tells me he studies modern literature.

I am with friends in an amusement park and wait for them to go down a big slide. One of them also doesn't go and tells me how he got hurt there the previous day. As it is time to get in the car we all manage to squeeze in but the guy who got hurt thinking he can get hurt again.

I am in a field looking at some big cormorants around a pond. I realize that they might have their eggs hidden there but anyway decide to set our tent up for the night. As I go get my son I see that in the field next to it there are some black grouses that could come in the night and assault us.

I am walking through a German city reading who owns the various buildings. I first pass a modern architecture belonging to a company but the come to a bigger metal building crossing the whole road. There are two buses incorporated inside it and between them I see the public library.

I am in a villa preparing for a big party. As I cross the kitchen I see that my best friend is also there helping. He I supposed to cook a dish with ham but it is still too raw and I can see him eating quite many slices only to try if it is cooked. He keeps on eating but the amount doesn't diminish.  

I am in a study talking to an old cousin who wants to help me with my project. I need to order some special corks that are rounded on one side and squared on the other. I already know the Chinese company that can produce them but she starts talking about how the pandemic affected them.

I am in a park and hear from my girlfriend that her mother has won the lottery. She actually won it with many other people and there are only three prizes. Two of them are there and they are both a cement sculpture of two vehicles that have crashed and could take up a lot of space at home.

I am in a big square with some friends. There is also a girl with us and I see her walking up a fountain with many high rocks. There is actually a cave on top and she manages to go in pretending like she is getting birth again. We all laugh but as she makes it out of the cave she precipitates. 

I am walking with my stepfather in a city and come to the entrance of a church. He wants to go in but the door is closed. There is another door on the side but I can see that it is actually a wooden wall with a window built on the top. I then tell my stepfather to let go and try another door.

I am inside a big museum and realize that I have signed a contract with them to host my project there. I am actually walking on an elevated path and find the place quite suitable and big. At the end of the path I reach a room that is also big but with a lower ceiling and beers everywhere.

I am on the top floor of a bookstore but only want to get in the art section. I then go to the ground floor that should be all about art and the cashier shows me a shelf with only books in English. They are actually to learn the language and have one single book about a contemporary artist.

I am in my Venetian apartment trying to solve some issues for the new tenant. They want to have a company to install the TV cable but I am sure it must be in a corner of the living room. There are a lot of other cables attached to the wall but I don't remember where I cut down the TV one.

I am walking in an indoor market of an Asian city but want to get out of it. I then manage to come to a small shop where a white man is working. I ask in English the way out and he tells me to reach another shop and then turn right. I think I have a lot to walk but it is only around the corner.

I am with my old friends laying on a big rock with a lot of other tourists around us. There are some girls on my side and I show one friend on the opposite side some clips I took. We are actually speaking Italian but the clips are in Swedish and I imagine how confused the girls are getting.

I am walking down a mountain when I see a guy biking up with a local politician. The latter has a city bike but I notice that it has an electric engine. He believes that he has reached the mountain top but I warn him that the slope he sees ahead is very short and there is more uphill to come.

I am with my best friend in our mountain village and realize that he has just bought an house there. He is very excited about it and we go together in front my house where our neighbours have placed two swimming pools. He prepares to swim while I help a girl fixing her hairs with some grips.

I am biking on the hills and try to make a round trip but get stuck in a village at night. I then use the light on my phone to reach the center and ask some guys how to continue. One of then tells me to continue on the main road to the left but another shows me a small road straight ahead.

I am in an orphanage and tell the boys there that I am behind the big sculpture the newspapers have so much talked about. An older guy that gets really angry and I realize that he was part of the first meeting when the right wing tried to petition against me. He actually goes to his room.

I am on the top floor of a skyscraper looking out in the big terrace and realize that an African tribe is performing a ritual. I then also want to join them and get a dish full of cooked rice. On the way out a tribe woman eats half of it and with the rest I hide my camera to walk forward and film.

I am in a kitchen talking to a Greek man. His three daughters are standing against the wall and I realize that they have blue eyes. As I look more carefully I find that they are identical but the one in the middle has a bigger breast and she is actually staring at me while the others are too shy.

I am in a police station requesting a new document. They make me wait a long time and I can see through some windows that an officer is inspecting my ID. I then wonder what it is going on and finally he comes out telling me that I was sued in the past for trespassing my very university.

I am with my oldest son walking through a Swedish city on our way back to his farm. I actually have some work to do and as we reach a bus stop I pull out some notes I have to work on. My son is not so happy but I see that among them is a contract I signed for him to work in the city farm.

I am with my American artist friend in a studio with other artists. One of them should show him my work but then start showing his own. It is a video of him in an African country washing a huge bunch of grapes in a dirty pond. The pond gets completely purple and he starts drinking from it.

I am in the Mexican capital trying to find a place where to place my installation. Some local people are helping me and we decide to set it up on a sidewalk. It is too narrow and I find the perfect spot in a square ahead but soon find that it is on top of a public water tap and look for another place.

I am walking up the field to my mountain installation and realize that it is still hunting season and I could get shot. I then start crawling up and realize that the forest on my left side has been completely clear cut. I then ask the company who did it if they also want to clear some of my trees.

I am attending a TV show with some important Korean curators instructing some Italian old ladies to style up some young artists. The ladies then begin cutting their hairs and my girlfriend also suggest that I do the same. I am actually fine as I am and do not with to get fancy for the art world.

I am in a small theater seating behind a young singer. I am actually making fun of her but the presenter on the stage announce the lyrics she is going to sing. I then get very impressed and realize that I was about to scribble on the CD with the music that is supposed to accompany her. 

I am in a hotel in bed with my girlfriend caressing her head and realize that her hairs are blond. She is actually very weak and I try to make her happier by taking her down to eat breakfast. Her aunt is also there looking after our daughter and she gives us more time to spend alone together.

I am walking with my girlfriend in a forest path and find three branches that are intertwined. I then free one of them and an astronaut comes to announce me that I just won a trip to space. I then follow him to his station and realize that we will be many and only for a few minutes in space.

I am trying to explain a man my project and show him the picture of my installation but it is too blurred. I then try to show him my website but there is a virtual worm eating up all the patterns and I cannot select any. I then understand that I am under a cyberattack and have to do something.

I am in a taxi going to my Swedish apartment at night. There is actually an opening underneath and I really don't want to meet any of the artists but the cab stops right after and they come to see how fancy it is. Before I try to quickly make it to my flat the driver asks for my autograph. 

I am in the field of my art installation and start walking back through the forest although the hunters and their friends are there. As I am about to face them I get a phone call from an artist friend and I tell her that I was actually building some ditches around the installation to deviate the rain.

I am in a big jeep with a guy and a girl driving up a mountain. We actually come to a site with black stones resembling the seats of another jeep. The girl then tells that there she was dumped by some black scholars and I then tell her to seat in the back with me and that will not damp her.

I am in a big kitchen with two friend cooking and watch them adding more fire to their stoves to speed up. I actually don't feel like cooking and just go to a smaller room but the main cook arrives and I start pealing potatoes. Inside one I find a lot of sprouts but the cook doesn't like them.

I am in my parents' old house and run up to my mother to get a peach for my brother-in-law who is waiting outside to give me a ride. On the way out I eat the peach myself and as I get in his car he starts complaining about it. He wants to stop at a fruit shop but there are none on the way.

I am walking on the hills with my girlfriend and reach a beautiful pasture. As we decide to go back down we kiss but she seems quite indifferent. I then try to hug her to see if she can feels anything but I soon realize that she lost her senses and I will have to bring her down on my shoulders.

I am in the bedroom of my German artist friend and wait for him to come up with his new bride. He suddenly throws her wedding dress up and lay in bed with her without seeing me. They keep silent and I start simulating loud sounds of orgasms but they still keep in bed very silent.

I am in a small concert hall and demand a Dutch musician friend to play. He then starts performing alone with a weird guitar and then distributes kitchen utensils to each of us in the audience. We have to try to make sounds but I get a scissor with a metal blade and don't know how to use it.

I am watching a movie about a guy climbing the belfry of an ancient city. He then put himself inside a sphere and travels to different realities to make love to different women around the world. At one point he reaches a swimming pool in a German forest and starts having oral sex with a guy. 

I am getting inside a small pub holding a slice of salami in my hand to try to heal my impotency. As I seat with some friends the bar tender immediately announce them that I became impotent but that he is trying to help me by changing my diet. He actually offers to cook for me every meal.

I am looking through a booklet with my girlfriend. It is about a science fiction series and we can use the various pages to trigger an episode. As I check the first pages I realize that they are based on a trilogy and I do want to see the first movie based on it but it is not available for free.

I am in a museum attending the performance of a black guy who gets transported to the stage by the two directors. He pretends to be terminal and recites something I don't understand but I anyway offer myself to review his performance. I get the microphone but start saying absurd things.

I am watching a TV programme discussing how the new American government is not happy about the Italian government. Inside the latter there are too many political parties and one of them is siding with the opposition party of the new American government. The latter demands new elections.

I am on a big military boat but the sea is too agitated and I announce the sailors that we will have to make it back. We then get on a raft and reach a beach where some blond girls talk to us in a foreign language. I cannot understand what language they speak and they start kissing the sailors. 

I am on a dirt road and find a purple round stone. As I am about to pick it my Polish friend approaches me and asks to go for a hike. I then tell him that I have already explored a glacier up north but that we could try to find a hike in the near. It is actually too late and we take a small walk.

I am listening to a radio program talking about Egyptian gods. I have actually made them with clay and start taking them out of the oven. As the presenter argue that there were many more minor gods I also take out smaller figures. I even have shelves where non divine creatures are still drying.

I am walking in the road of a fancy neighborhood and ask a woman for a small gas tank. She gives me an old one that is rusty but as I seat in her porch it fells from my hands and the gas completely gets out. There is actually a hole now that I cannot fix and promise to buy a whole new one.

I am in a house with a lot of kids and wait for their father to come home. As he does I follow him around doing small errands and realize that they don't live in a house but in a very modern caravan. As I tell him that I also used to live in one he tells me that they don't even own the ground.

I am walking with my kids in a Japanese park and come to an alley filled with white gravel. I then wonder what is so special with it and a local girl explains to me that the tree I see on one side are holly. I then realize that they grew around some holly sculptures but they are anyway too small.

I am in the lobby of an hotel and realize that everyone is dressing very fancy. I am also wearing a white shirt and wedding shoes but nothing compared to the suits of the other costumers. I then decide to go to my room but have to take an elevator and cannot find the key to activate it.

I am in a lab with an Indian girl who tells me how a big American company selected her after she did a project taking pictures of her life. I then try to show her on my website how I also do the same but her computer I too old and it appears all messy. We then walk to my room to use my laptop.

I am in a bedroom watching a cartoon about a mother breast feeding her child in a mountain cabin. As my girlfriend calls me to eat I bring the tablet with me and she asks me to show the cartoon also to my little daughter. I then play it for her but the style of the cartoon is more sketchy. 

I am at a festival with a guy and get some small cans of soda. With then go to an open bar to have them filled with liquor and take a seat among some girls. I actually feel my foot against the leg of one but it is completely blocked and I cannot remove it. She then leaves and go seat else where.

I am on a train approaching an American beach and get out to find that people are sleeping next to a shower. I also need a place where to sleep and try to gather some pieces of wood. My little daughter is also trying to build a bed and in the end get to share one with another homeless.

I am on a ferry with my parents and reach an island. We were advised not to go there due to the pandemic but we also find other tourists walking in a gallery with shops. There is also a Korean girl with us and together we line up to get some bubble tea but another Korean girl go in front of us.

I am walking through a huge gym with different people training different sports in different rooms. I actually want to select the sport I like the most but they seem all very demanding. As I am about to give up I reach a room with people just using a step machine and decide to try that also.

I am in a small South African village and enter a room that is very cold. There is actually an ice skating ring and I realize that the entire coast is frozen. I then put on my skies and start going on a beautiful road by the edge of the sea. A couple is also coming my way but there is enough space.

I am below a hill that it is getting dark. On top of the hill I have pitched a small tent with a friend but realize that two local gangs are there contending it. I then hurry to see what it's going on and one of the leaders tell me that I can only select five items and I try to get as many as possible.

I am in a cruise about to disembark and I stand in a corridor to greet all the passengers. Most of them are very famous and I try to photograph one of them but he refuses. I then talk to two members of the crew who have lost their black son during the journey and will now have to bury him. 

I am biking on a road and meet two other bikers going the opposite way. One of them has a t-shirt with a nice drawing and I congratulate him. He then tells me that he is the boss of a design studio making t-shirts. I want to send him my drawings but he only wants to review two of them.

I am walking with two guys on a mountain path. It actually gets very narrow and carved on the rock. I then keep behind not to get afraid of the height but the guy in front wants to turn back. I then have to be in front but realize that there are always rocks on the side preventing me from falling.

I am outside a barn feeling frustrated that I still haven't had the time to do some work. I then keep outside the entrance to spray paint my safety helmet and see that my neighbours son is walking with a wheelbarrow to plaster a wall. I also see his sister walking that direction to milk the cows.

I am in a bus about to get out when a woman comes in to tell us that one of us has lost her passport and we will have to queue a long time to go through a border check. I then immediately rush out to try to make it before that passenger and they let me go without even checking my passport. 

I am watching a movie about a young little Buddhist monk running around a lake. He actually reaches a couple from behind and licks the naked back of the woman. He then stops at a picnic site and the couple approaches talking about how the monk has to eat beans to keep his bubs swollen.

I am in a class with my dead professor of aesthetics and present to her a research I made on several artists. The last one is Chinese and I cannot remember her work and she actually stages it by acting like a puppet. I then tell her that this is the reason I don't remember the artist's work.

I am biking with my small daughter in a field and reach a lake. Her little friend and her Italian father are also there and the latter makes up an excuse on why we did not get to meet earlier. I then tell him that we were biking along the coast and he suggests that we should swim across it.


